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To work in a challenging and rewarding long-term position in a team- oriented 
company that offers the potential for career advancement. Tech-Savvy, computer 
knowledge High energy, highly motivated, enthusiastic and friendly Excellent work
ethic with exceptional customer service skills Very outgoing with a persuasive and
a positive can-do attitude.

2018 – 2022
SHOE DEPARTMENT SUPERVISOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Ability to calmly resolve a variety of customer related issues.
 Experienced processing returns, transfers, recalls, callbacks and sales.
 Quickly learned new software and navigate computer systems.
 Experienced with identifying problem issues and reporting them to 

management with my suggestions to resolve issues.
 Ran markdown reports, managed store replenishment and analyzed buying 

reports.
 Coached and developed staff.
 Assisted in the hiring, training, and development of store associates.

2002 – 2004
SHOE DEPARTMENT SUPERVISOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Also assisted other departments with change, customer service, and sales 
planners.

 Problem solving, creating thinking, authoritative figure (Cycling in and tagging 
new product and putting them on display, while still showing off .

 Kept store cleaned, had great customer service, count the money at end of shift
and deposit money to the bank and lock the store up at end.

 In charge of shoe department, supervising of shoe department employees and 
general department maintenance.

 Supervisor of housekeeping Cleaning of bathrooms, sweeping, mopping, 
vacuuming, trash pickup EMR (early morning receiving) Processing and placing 
and some offloading of trucks and general customer assistance.

 Managed 3 employees Provided customer service by greeting and assisting 
customers, and responding to customer inquiries and complaints Determined .

 Trained new employees on the cash register and in the shoe department Talked 
up and sold Mervyns credit cards to customers Arranged the shoe.
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EDUCATION

MS

SKILLS

Retail Management, Developing Skills, Store Assistant.
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